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Decisions?'
ABSTRACT

Reallocating water is a politically sensitive issue in the western
United States. Changes from agricultural uses to urban or
environmentaluses areoccurring,but the process tends to polarize
competingwaterusers, thus creatingbarriersto reallocation.Other
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barriers are inherent in the appropriation doctrine, and some
barriersexist because of poor data or inadequate science. These
barrierscould be more easily overcome and the process made less
political if the impacts of change were better known. Water users
frequently resistchange because of the uncertaintychange brings.
The biophysicaland behavioralmodels currentlyused to predictthe
impacts of change do not account for spatial complexity or
information uncertainty in ways that overcome legal and other
barriers to reallocation. An integrated approach that couples a
spatial and temporalframework to biophysical, institutional,and
behavioralsciencecan reduce uncertainty.Processbasedgeographic
information systems can fill that role by allowing impacts to be
assessed more accurately. A better understandingof impacts will
potentiallyfacilitatereallocationdecisionsin a watermarket setting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Urban demands and environmental needs are placing increased
pressure on scarce water resources in the western United States.' In
addition, the potential for global climate change to reduce water availability
in parts of the West is very real.2 As these pressures increase, water
reallocation will inevitably occur and will probably accelerate. As matters
stand, significant barriers to water reallocation exist. These barriers include
existing institutions and imperfect understanding of the impacts of change.
The appropriation doctrine controls the way changes or transfers
can be made under state law and prohibits harm to other users in the
system as a result of such transfers.4 However, the science used to predict

1. For example, the Bureau of Reclamation recently required a minimum flow be left in
the Rio Grande in order to support the survival of the silvery minnow, an endangered species.
Tania Soussan, Water Set Aside to Save Minnows, ALBUQUERQUE J., July 7,2000, at Al.
2. See generallytext and references cited infra note 32. See also John Fleck, DroughtForecast
in Trees, ALBuQuERQuE J., Apr. 29,2000, at Al (quoting Louis A. Scuderi).
3. George Gould, ConversionofAgriculturalWaterRights to Industrial Use,27ROCKY MTN.
MIN. LIINsT. 1791,1991-95 (1982); Steven J.Shupe et al., Effects of Water Transferson RuralAreas,
29 NAT. RESOURCESJ. 413,414 (1989); A. Dan Tarlock, Western Water Law, Global Warming, and
Growth Limitations,24 LOy. LA. L REv. 979,981-83 (1991).
4. The terms change, transfer, and reallocation are used almost interchangeably within
this article and refer to an alteration of any element of a water right, however broadly
construed. In general, when a change in a state water right is sought the terminology used is
a "transfer." Such changes are also reallocations. 2 WATERs AND WATER RIGH's § 16.01(a)

(Robert . Beck ed., Michie 1991) (1967).
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harm to others is not very precise!5 As a result, change is resisted because
people do not know how their water use will be impacted.
The federal government also has the power to make changes,' but
the exercise of federal power is not always easily accepted by individuals
or state and local governments! Resistance sometimes occurs because the
models used to make federal decisions are imprecise, allowing experts to
reach different conclusions. For example, in New Mexico's Middle Rio
Grande, experts differ over the quantity of water needed to protect the
endangered silvery minnow.8 If urban and agricultural uses continue at the
current level, the silvery minnow may not survive. If more water is kept in
the river, farmers will be deprived of water. No matter what decision is
made regarding the quantity of water left in the river, the consequences of
that decision will have real impacts. Better scientific models would make
the impacts of federal decisions more predictable.
The biophysical, institutional, and behavioral models currently
used are not integrated and do not incorporate adequate spatial and

5. The terms precise, imprecision, and certainty are used as general, nondisciplinaryspecific notions throughout this paper. When scientific uncertainty is intended (i.e. the
probability of each outcome is not perfectly known) the term predictability will also be used.
6. A considerable body of literature exists on federal-state relations in water law. See
generally D. Craig Bell & Norman K. Johnson, State Water Laws and Federal Water Uses: The
History of Conflict and the Promise of Accommodation, 21 ENVTL. L 1 (1991); Reed D. Benson,
Recornmendationsfor an EnvironmentallySound FederalPolicy on Western Water, 17 STAN. ENV'.
L.J. 247 (1998); Charles E. Corker, Federal State Relations in Water Rights Adjudication and
Administration,17 ROCKYMN.MIN. L INsT. 579 (1972); Dominic B. King, Federal-StateRelations
in the Control of Water Resources, 37 U. Det. L J. 1 (1959); Lawrence J. MacDonnell, Federal
Interests in Western Water Resources: Conflict and Accommodation, 29 NAT. VSuRCEs J. 389
(1989); Frank Trelease, Government Ownership and Trusteeship of Water, 45 CAL. L REV. 638
(1957); FRANK TRELEASE, FEDERA.-STAE REL!AONS IN WATER LAW (1971).
7. An example of resistance to change comes from the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District's refusal to follow the order given them by the Bureau of Reclamation to leave water
in the river for the silvery minnow's benefit. Tania Soussan, Minnow Dispute Intensfies,
ALBUQUERQUE J., July 8, 2000, at Al.
8. Not all biologists agree that leaving water in the river will benefit the silvery minnow.
The Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District's biologist has said a constant flow is not needed
in the river. Id. A Bureau of Reclamation biologist has stated the river is narrower, deeper, less
silty, and faster since the construction of Cochiti Dam upstream from Albuquerque. Therefore,
more than water availability affects the silvery minnow. Mike Taugher, Minnow Losses Send
Biologists into CrisisMode, ALBUQUERQUEJ., Nov.11, 1999, at Al. Albuquerque's water manager
has argued the minnow has survived numerous dewaterings of the Rio Grande under natural
conditions and will survive more. Lawrence Spohn, Minnow's Chances of Surviving Slipping,
Biologists Say, ALBUQUERQUE TRIs. Sept. 23,1999, at Al.
9. Most of this article concentrates on the advantages a GIS can bring to a market system
but the approach proposed can also be used within other decision-making contexts.
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temporal elements.'0 As a result, decision makers and water users are not
provided with adequate information to evaluate the impacts of transfers or
reallocations. This informational uncertainty leads to resistance to change
because individuals fear their rights will be harmed. Better decisions and
policies could be made if the spatial aspects of biophysical processes,
coupled with institutional and behavioral factors, are more explicitly
incorporated into the analysis.
A Geographic Information System (GIS) approach can directly
address the spatial and temporal interconnections of the hydrologic
system." Most often a GIS is used to map and display variables in the
environment. However, a GIS can also be used to model biophysical,
institutional, and behavioral systems so that the impacts of water transfers
can be determined.12 A GIS can also provide spatial data so the economic
impacts of reallocation can be analyzed more accurately. By directly linking
all of the biophysical, institutional, and behavioral aspects of a hydrologic
system, the quality and quantity of information available for reallocation
decisions can be greatly enhanced. As a result, the uncertainty of the place,
timing, nature, and severity of the impacts is reduced.
In section II we examine why a process oriented GIS approach that
integrates biophysical, institutional, and behavioral components is
desirable. Four questions biophysical and policy scientists need to answer
are posed in section III. These questions arise from our existing water
policy, and the inability to accurately answer these questions forms barriers
to reallocation. In section IV we evaluate problems with the current models
and explain why these approaches cannot answer the questions posed. In
section V the GIS approach shows how an integrated framework can
enhance both the quality of information and the functionality of a water
market. Finally, in section VI we discuss the advantages of a GIS approach.

II. WHY IS AN INTEGRATED APPROACH NEEDED?
In order to establish a surface water right under the appropriation
doctrine, water must be intentionally diverted and applied to a beneficial

10. This article addresses both surface waters and groundwaterflows. A process oriented
GIS approach as proposed here can incorporate groundwater elements in ways that existing
models do not.
11. See, e.g., Louis T. Steyaert &Michael F. Goodchild, Integrating GeographicInformation
Systems andEnvironmentalSimulationModels:A StatusReviw,in ENVIONMENTALINORMAMON
MANAGEMENTANDANALYS: ECOSYSTEMiQGLOBALSCAM333,337-43(W. Mhneretal. eds.,
1994).
12. See, e.g., ENVIRONMENTALMODmuNGwnrHGIS(Michael F. Goodchild etal. eds., 1993).
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use. 3 In addition, a permit is required in all states but Colorado. 4
"Beneficial use" traditionally included consumptive economic uses of
almost any kind. In recent times, non-consumptive uses such as recreation
and fish habitat protection have been added. Changes like this reflect the
transition that has been occurring in the prior appropriation doctrine. 5
Even though the doctrine has been changing many problems still
need to be resolved before the doctrine is responsive to modem needs.
During this period of transition in the West, market solutions have received
significant attention, but the West is not the only place in which market
solutions are being proposed." In addition, new administrative and

13.

See generally, 2 WA1RS AND WATER RIGH1S § 12.03 (Robert E. Beck ed., Michie 1991)

(1967).
14. Water Right Determination and Administration Act of 1969, COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 37-92101 to 37-92-602 (1997).
15. One of the early articles on the changes occurring in western water law is Charles F.
Wilkinson, Western Water Law in Transition, 56 U. COLO. L REV. 317 (1985). See generally Eric
Freyfogle, The Evolution ofPropertyRights: California Water law as a CaseStudy, in PROPERTYLAW
ANI LEcAL EDUCATION: EssAYS IN HONOR OF JOHN E. CRsBBE 73 (Peter Hay & Michael H.
Hollich eds., 1988); Norman K. Johnson & Charles T. DuMars, A Survey of the Evolution of
Western Water Law in Response to Changing Economic and Public Interest Demands, 29 NAT.
RESOURCES J. 347 (1989); Steven J. Shupe et al, Western Water Rights: The Era of Reallocation, 29
NAT. RESOURCES J. 413 (1989); A. Dan Tarlock, The Changing Meaning of Water Conservation in
the West, 66 NEB. L. REV. 145 (1987); John KL Volkman & Kai N. Lee, Within the Hundredth
Meridian: Western States and Their River Basins in a Time of Transition, 59 COLO. L REV. 551 (1988);
Charles F. Wilkinson, In Memoriam: Prior Appropriation 1848-1991,21 ENVTL. LAW v (1991).
K, AND
16. See, e.g., CARLJ. BAUER, AGAiT-ECURRENPRIVATIZATION,WATuMAmR
AN
TAL, VALUING ENvmoNMENTALGoo
THESTATEINCHI (1998); RONALD G. Cummi
ASSEMENTOF THE CONTINGENT VALUATION MTHOD (1986); MARKT IFOR WATER (K William
Easter, Mark W. Rosegrant, and Ariel Dinar, eds. 1998); ROBERT C. MITCHELL & RICHARD T.
CARSON, USING SURVEYS TO VALUE PUBLIC GOODS: THE CONTINGENT VALUATION METHOD
(1989); BONNIE COLBY SALIBA & DAVID B. BUSH, WATER MARKETS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
(1987); RICHARD W. WAHL, MARKETS FOR FEDERAL WATER (1989); J. F. Booker & R. A. Young,
Modeling Intrastate and Interstate Markets for Colorado River Water Resources, 26 J. ENvrL. ECON.
& MGcT 66 (1994); Victor Brajer et al., The Strengths and Wealkesses of Water Markets as They
Affect Water Scarcity and Sovereignty Interests in the West, 29 NAT. RESOURCES J. 489 (1989); H.
Stuart Burness & James P. Quirk, Water Law, Water Transfers and Economic Efficiency: The
Colorado River, 23 J.L & ECON. 111 (1980); Randall Crane, Water Markets, Market Reform and the
Urban Poor: Results from Jakarta, Indonesia, 22 WORLD DEV. 71 (1994); Ariel Dinar & Aaron Wolf,
International Markets for Water and the Potential for Regional Cooperation: Economic and Political
Perspectives in the Western Middle East, 43 ECON. DEv. & CULTURAL CHANGE 43 (1994); Charles
T. DuMars, The State as a Participant in Water Markets: Appropriate Roles for Congress and the
Courts, 21 WATER RESOURCESRES. 1771,1771 (1985); K William Easter et al., Formal and Informal
Markets for Water: Institutions, Performances and Constraints, 14 WORLD BANK RES. OBSERVER 99
(1999); Ronald C. Griffin & Fred 0. Boadu, Water Marketing in Texas: Opportunities for Reform,
32NAT.RESOURCESJ. 265 (1992); Joel R. Hamilton et al, Interruptible Water Markets in the Pacific
Northwest, 71 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 63 (1989); Robert R. Hearne & K William Easter, The
Economic and Financial Gains from Water Markets in Chile, 15 AGRIC. ECON. 187 (1997); Jack E.
Houston, Jr. & Norman K Whittlesey, Modeling Agricultural Water Markets for Hydropower
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legislative measures at the federal 7 and state levels 8 have led to de facto
reallocation. In spite of these changes the appropriation doctrine remains
as a preference system based on the date of a person's first use." The first
user of water has a priority over all subsequent users-first in time, first in
right. Uses with a high priority need not be efficient or have environmental
or social significance. All the use needs to be is "beneficial." The priority

Productioninthe Pacific Northwest, 11 W.J. AGRiC. ECoN. 221 (1986); Bruce A. McCarl et al.,
Limiting Pumpingfrom thiEdwardsAquifer: An EconomicInvestigationof Proposals,WaterMarkets,
and SpringFlow Guarantees,35 WATER RESOURCES RES. 1257 (1999); John D. Musik, Jr., Reweave
the GordianKnot: WaterFutures,Water Marketing,and Western Water Mythology, 35 ROCKY MTN.
MIN. L INST. 22-1(1991); John J. Pigrani, Property Rights and Water Markets in Australia, 29
WATER RESOURCES REs. 1313 (1993); Mark W. Rosegrant & Hans P. Binswanger, Markets in
Tradable Water Rights: Potentialfor Efficiency Gains in Developing Country Water Resource
Allocation, 22 World Dev. 1613 (1994); Bonnie Colby Saliba, Do Water Markets "Work"?, 23
WATER RESOURCES RES. 1113 (1987); Marca Weinberg et al., Water Markets and Water Quality,
75 AM. J.Aciuc. EcoN. 278 (1993). For an extensive bibliography on markets and transfers, see
Ronald A. Kaiser & Michael McFarland, A BibliographicPathfinderon Water Marketing,37 NAT.
RESOURCES j. 881 (1997).
17. For a throughdiscussion of federal influence, see Patricia L.Wells, Impediments to New
and Existing Uses of Water Createdby FederalLaws, 44 ROCKY MTN.MIN. L INST. 26-1 (1998). The
Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544 (1994), is a major influence on reallocation. See
United States v. Glenn-Colusa Irrigation Dist, 788 F. Supp. 1126, 1131-33 (ED. Cal. 1992);
Sandra K. Dunn, Endangered Species Act versus Water Resources Development: The California
Experience, 25 PAC. UJ.1107,1108-14 (1994); Melissa K. Estes, The Effect ofthe FederalEndangered
Species Act on State Water Rights, 22 ENvT. L 1027, 1028-34 (1992); A. Dan Tarlock, The
Endangered Species Act and Western Water Rights, 20 LAND & WATER L REV. 1, 13-14 (1985);
Michael A. Yuffee, Note, PriorAppropriationsWater Rights: Does Lucas Provide a Takings Action
againstFederal Regulation under the Endangered Species Act?, 71 WASH. U. L.Q. 1217, 1233-35
(1993); Soussan, supranote 1.The Endangered Species Act is not the only example of federal
interference with state rights. See Jan Latos, Water Rights, Clean Water Act Section 404
Permitting,and the Takings Clause, 60 U. COLO.L REV. 901 (1989) (discussing federal power to
regulate under Clean Water Act).
18. For example, states are required to establish water quality standards under the Clean
Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251-1376,1313 (1994). Under § 1341 of the Act, states are allowed to
establish water quality certification for the renewal of federal licenses of hydropower plants.
Using this authority, the state of Washington imposed a minimum streamflow in certifying a
power plant See Pub. Util. Dist. No. 1 of Jefferson County v. Wash. Dep't of Ecology, 511 U.S.
700,709 (1994). See alsoArkansas v. Oklahoma, 503 U.S. 91 (1992) (discussing authority of EPA
to issue NPDES permit when affected state alleges discharges from permitted source violate
affected state's water quality standards); City of Albuquerque v. Browner, 97 F.3d 415 (10th
Cir. 1996) (discussing authority of EPA to approve tribe's water quality standards that are
more stringent than federal standards and are to be enforced beyond tribal reservation
boundaries).
19. Some states allow "use preferences" in addition to the temporal preference. Use
preferences are only allowed in certain circumstances such as competing applications or
insufficient supply. See, e.g., AIz. RaV. STAT. ANN.§ 45-157(A) (West 1994); N.D. CENr. CODE
§ 61-04-06.1 (1995). For a general discussion of preferences, see Frank Trelease, Preferences to
the Use of Water, 27 ROCKY MTN.L REv. 33 (1955).
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protects it against
other uses that may be more "beneficial" or more
"important. " "° Although many changes are occurring in the prior appropriation system, temporal priority and the other elements of the right have
constitutional protection as do all property rights. Like other property,
water rights are subject to police power regulation, but regulations cannot
"take" them without just compensation." The earlier the priority, the more
valuable the right, because the priority (preference) insures water delivery
over those who have later priorities. Even though the property right aspect
of the prior appropriation doctrine is likely to remain,' reallocation and
transfers will not be prevented. ' The question is not whether reallocation
or transfers will occur, but when, where, and how they will occur. Increased
use in urban areas and a reassessment of the public's interest in the
environment have already started the process.
Of the 179 million acre feet (maf) of water withdrawals in the
nineteen western states, 78 percent went to agriculture and 10 percent went
to commercial and domestic uses in 1990.' The high percentage of water
used by agriculture is part of the traditional water use pattern that has come
under increased scrutiny in the West.' With significant population

20. Janet C. Neuman, Beneficial Use, Waste,and Forfeiture: The Inefficient Searchfor Efficiency
in Western Water Use, 28 ENVTL L 919, 939 n. 144 (1998); Frank Trelease, The Concept of
Reasonable Beneficial Use in the Law of Surface Streams, 12 WYO. U. 1, 14-15 (1957); Stephen F.
Williams, The Requirementof Beneficial Use as a Cause of Waste in Water ResourceDevelopment, 23
NAT. REsouRcEs J. 7,7-11 (1983).
21. Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82, % (1937); United States v. State Water Res. Control Bd., 227
Cal. Rptr. 161, 200 (1986). See alsoJohn C. Peck & Kent Weatherby, Condemnationof Water and
Water Rights in Kansas, 42 KAN. L REV. 827,828 (1994); Joseph Sax, The Constitution, Propert
Rights, and the Futureof Water Law, 61 U. COLO. L REV. 257,258 (1990).
22. The survival of water rights can be illustrated by Oklahoma's attempt to abolish
riparian rights and replace them with appropriative rights. Franco-American Charolaise, Ltd.
v. Oklahoma Water Res. Bd., 855 P.2d 568 (Okla. 1990), readoptedand reissued,1993 Okla. LEXIS
51 (1993). For a detailed examination of this case, see THE IMPACT OF FRANCO-AMERICAN
CHAROLAiSE, LTD. V.OKLAHOMA WATER REsOURCES BOARD (Drew L Kershen ed., 1995).
23. Additionaflreallocation issues can also arise that may not include compensation. For
example, the public trust doctrine as practiced in California canput the public's interest ahead
of an existing right. See National Audubon Soc'y v. Superior Ct., 658 P.2d 709, 727 (1983). In
addition, aboriginal and Indian reserved water rights may be dormant, but when asserted they
may supercede rights established under state law. See, e.g., 4 WATERS AND WATER RIGHiS §§
37.01-37.06 (Robert E. Beck ed., 1991). The same is true for federal reserved rights associated
with federal lands. This can add further complexity when attempting to predict impacts. See
4 WATERS AND WATER RioHmS § 37.03.
24. Wayne B. Solley, Estimates of Water Use in the Western United States in 1990 and Water
Use Trends 1960-90, REPORT TO THE WESTERN WATER POLICY REVIEW ADVISORY COMMISSION,
August 1997, at 2-3, 5, 7-8.
25. DAmIE McCOOL, COMMAND OF THE WATERS: IRON TRIANGLES, FEDERAL WATER
DEVELOPMENT, ANDINDIAN WATER 193-225(1994); MARC REISNER&SARAH BATES, OVERTAPPED
OASIS: REPORM OR REVOLUTION FOR WESTERN WATER 26-34 (1990).
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increases and a declining number of people employed in the resource
development sector of the economy, perceptions of what the West ought to
be are changing, even though agriculture still dominates water use.26 Many
western states have already allocated all their surface waters, and groundwater development is not always a long-term solution. When inadequate
surface and groundwater supplies are combined with the reluctance to
build new storage facilities, reallocation must be considered. One way to
reallocate water to satisfy urban and environmental demands is to
encourage conservation and innovative technologies in the agricultural
sector. Increasing the efficiency of use of existing supplies would yield
"surpluses." These surpluses would allow agricultural uses to continue and
give "new" water to urban and environmental uses.' All users win from
this reallocation. However, existing appropriation institutions have not
historically provided incentives to conserve.2
Several factors other than a changing economy and population
growth put increased pressure on the existing water allocation system.
Water is increasingly needed to protect public sector resources, and water
use preferences based on "priority in time" may be inequitable during an
extended drought. Increasingly, the public has asserted an interest in water
quality and in protecting in-stream flows for environmental and other
reasons.' Legislation and administrative regulations at both federal and
state levels reflect this public interest. Nowhere can the impacts of in-stream
protection be seen more clearly than with endangered species?0 When
decisions are made to leave water in a stream for environmental protection
or to maintain water quality, existing private rights can be affected if the
water source is fully appropriated. As discussed above, legislative or
administrative reallocations are one of the major areas of conflict in the
West today?'
Water shortages can also occur because of drought. Temporary
solutions can alleviate short-term drought situations, but an extended
drought resulting from climate change may require permanent reallocation.
Historic and paleoclimatic evidence suggests that prolonged droughts of

26. ATLAS OF H NsW WEST. PomRArrOP ACHANGING REGION 82-83,96,108-09,142-49
(William E. Reibsane et AL eds., 1997).
27. See, e.g., Gould, supranote 3; Steven Shupe, Waste in Western Water Law:A Blueprintfor
Change, 61 OR. L REV. 483 (1982).
28. See infra text accompanying notes 60-64.
29. DAVID M GILIJLAN & THOMAS C. BROWN, 1NlI]tEAM FLOW PROTECION: SEEKING A
BALANCE IN WESTERN WATR Usa 3-4 (1997). This book has an extensive bibliography on

instream flow protection. See also Karen A. Russell, Wasting Water in the Northwest: Eliminating
Waste as a Means of Restoring Stream/lows, 27 ENVTL L. 151 (1997).
30. See supra note 17.
31. See supranote 6.
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multidecadal to centennial length have occurred and that these droughts
may have significantly altered the physical environment.'
Whether shortages occur from increased use or reduction in supply,
a better method of reallocation and transfer needs to be developed. At
present, reallocation is occurring through markets to some extent and
through legislative or administrative actions. Very different processes and
participants are associated with these reallocation institutions. When a
water right is sold or transferred, other right holders can object if the
quantity of water due them would be decreased in any way. In most
western states, transfers or changes also require agency approval 4
Transfers can involve significant transaction costs as third party effects must
be documented and negotiated. Although many states require a public
interest review 35 before such transactions are approved, public interest
scrutiny was traditionally cursory. More recently, public interest concerns
have gained in importance and may now be used as grounds for denying
permits for transfers.' Market transactions are thus controlled by buyers
and sellers, affected third parties, and state agencies. The sale of a water
right is different from the sale of other property because water rights do not
have the same degree of exclusivity as rights associated with land. Water is
mobile and the same drop may be possessed in succession by a sequence of
private right holders while at the same time receiving public interest
protections. A drawback to the current market system is the inability to
accurately determine the impacts a transaction will have on these other
private and public interests. Because of uncertainty, these other "interests"
may object to the transaction. 7

32. Edward R. Cook et aL, Drought Reconstruction for the Continental United States, 12 J.
CLIMATE 1145 (1999); Malcolm K. Hughes & Gary Funkhouser, Extremes ofMoisture Availability
Reconstructedfrom Tree Rings for Recent Millenniain the Great Basin of Western North America, in

THE IMPACTSOFCLImATE vARAmUYON FORMS 99, 105 (Martin Beniston &John L lInes eds.,
1998); Scott Stine, Extreme and Persistent Drought in California and Patagonia during Mediaeval
Time, NATURE, June 16,1994, at 546,547,549; Connie A. Woodhouse & Jonathan T. Overpeck,
2000 Years of DroughtVariabilityin the CentralUnitedStates, 79 BULL AM. METEORLOGICAL SOc'Y

2693,2693 (1998).
33. See generally2 WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS §§ 16.01-16.04(c)(9).
34. See, e.g., Ai7 REV. STAT. ANN. §45-172 (West 1994); IDAHOCODE §42-108 (2000); N.M.
STAT. ANN. § 72-5-23 (Michie 2000). See generally 2 WATERs AND WATER RIGTrIs § 16.02(a).
35.

See, e.g., NEv. REv. STAT. ANN. § 533.370(3) (Mide 1995, Supp. 1999); OR.REv. STAT.

§ 540.537(1)(c) (1988).
36. Douglas Grant, Public Interest Review of Water Right Allocation & Transfer in the West:
Recognition of Public Values, 19 ARIZ.ST.L. 681,682 (1987); Ronald B. Robie, The Public Interest
in Water Rights Administration, 23 RocKY MTN.MIN.L INSr. 917,917 (1977).
37. George A. Gould, Water Rights Transfers and Third-PartyEffects, 23 LAND& WATERL.
REV. 1, 5,13-25 (1988). See also FrankJ. Trelease, Changes and Transfers ofWater Rights, 13 ROCKY
MTN.L REV. 507,518-21 (1967). Other barriers are found that are not discussed in this paper.
For example, the Bureau of Reclamation must give permission before transferring water
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Water allocation based on historical patterns cannot satisfy current
needs efficiently. To achieve efficient reallocation, barriers to change need
to be removed. One of the greatest barriers is the inability of biophysical,
institutional, and behavioral models to answer fundamental questions
related to water availability and the impacts of water reallocation. A new
integrated modeling approach may be necessary in order to answer these
fundamental questions with any degree of precision.
III. BARRIERS TO REALLOCATION-QUESTIONS TO BE
ADDRESSED
Many authors have made suggestions on how to remove the
barriers to reallocation.' Often these suggestions are aimed at improvirig
water markets,' although not all commentators agree on how the market
should be designed.' In order to assess the methodology required to
facilitate transfers and reallocations, four basic questions are asked: Are
water rights clearly defined and identified? How much water is used or
needed at a particular site? What are the impacts on others and the
environment if any element of a right is changed? and, What are the
underlying preference structures of water consumers and how do they
respond to change? Essentially these questions address the quality and
quantity of information available and, implicitly, how the information is
integrated.

outside the districtbecause of deliverycontractrequirements. See 2WATERSANDWATERRIGHIS

§ 16.03(a). See generally Bruce Driver, The Effect of Reclamation Law on Voluntary Water Transfers,
33 RCKY MTN. MN. L Isr. 26-1, 26-9 (1988); Richard Roos-Collins, Voluntary Conveyance of
the Rights to Receive a Water Supplyfrom the UnitedStates Bureau ofReclamation,13 ECOoGYL.Q.
773 (1987). Local irrigationdistricts may have to grant permission before a transfer outside the
district is made. See, e.g., ARiz. Rsv. STAT. ANN. § 45-172(5) (West 1994, Supp.2000); IDAHO
CODE § 42-108 (lchie 1998); OR. REv. STAT. § 540.270 (1988). The state may also need to
consider the local public interest or the area, county, or watershed of origin in approving
transfers. 2 WATERS AND WATR RiGHTS §16.02(c)(2).
38. See, e.g., Benson, spra note 6; Harrison Dunning, Tre "Physical Solution" in Western
Water Law, 57 U. COLO. L REV. 445 (1986); Reisner, supra note 25.
39. See, e.g., Brajer, supranote 16.
40. Some authors even question whether the market should be "free." See, e.g., Arthur H.
Chan, To Market or Not to Market:Allocating Water Rights in New Mexico, 29 NAT. RESOURCES J.
629 (1989); Harrison Dunning, Reflections on the Transfer of Water Rights, 4 J.CONTEMw. L. 109
(1977); Eric T. Freyfogle, Context and Accommodation in Modern PropertyLaw, 41 STANFORD L.
REv. 1529 (1989).
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A. Are Water Rights Clearly Defined and Identified?
From a legal perspective, a water right is an entitlement based on
"use" rather than "ownership." 1 Exercising this use right alters the natural
hydrologic cycle.' Part of the water can be consumed by the use, but the
remainder returns to the stream by surface flow or underground seepage.
Downstream water users may in turn establish a water right by diverting
the return flow. As a result, the rights are spatially and temporally linked.
Reallocation of water rights may not be allowed if upstream transfers
reduce streamflows and negatively impact protected downstream rights.
Water rights answer the "who," "when," "where," how," and "how much"
questions of water use. Although the right may be "defined" by a permit or
license,' the permit may not reflect actual use and may not specifically
include aspects of obligations to third parties. The spatial and temporal
nature of this shared right makes definition and quantification difficult.
Economic theory shows that a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for an efficient market is clearly defined water rights." What this
means is the legal elements must be known and individual uses must be
clearly identified so water rights can be traded. One problem with defining
these water rights is that the right includes not only a right to "use" water
but also an "obligation" not to interfere with other rights. The major "use"
rights include a right to a specified point of diversion, a right to a place of
use, a right to a particular type of use, a right to a specified volume, and a
priority date.45 To this should be added a right of use at a specific time, a
right to a specific means of conveyance, and a right to a specific point of
return flow if there is one.4 ' A change in any of these elements can result in
41. Trelease, supra note 6, at 643.
42. Instream flow rights can be established in some states. These remove the diversion
requirement and may not alter the hydrologic cycle. See generally GLuLAN &BROWN, supra
note 29.
43. See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-92-103(5) (1997). Changes in Colorado water rights are
defined by statute as "a change in type, place, or time of use, a change in the point of diversion,
a change from alternate or supplemental points of diversion, a change from alternate or
supplemental points of diversion to a fixed point of diversion, a change in the means of
diversion, or a combination of such changes." Id. Return flow is not included on the list,
perhaps because it may not always occur in visible ways. Water rights also include a priority
date and a volume but the date cannot be changed or the volume enlarged. Gould, supranote
37, at 5.
44. See Brajer, supranote 16, at 343.44.
45. See Gould, supranote 37, at 5.
46. These three elements are not always specified in defininga waterright. However, time
is implicit in the diversionary entitlement. The conveyance method, time of use, or point of
return flow may not be altered if third parties will be impacted. See generallyGould, supranote
37. This is discussed in terms of output rights. See generally A. Dan Tarlock, The Illusion of
Finalityin Water Rights Adjudications, 25 IDAHO L Rsv. 271 (1988-1989).
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an increase or decrease in the volume of water flowing in the stream and
impair the water user's "obligation" to others. These rights can be
illustrated in terms of input, on-site, and output rights.
"Input rights" entitle a senior appropriator to a specific volume of
flow, at a specified diversion point, and at the time needed to satisfy the
right. Input rights have a time element, a volume element, and a spatial
element (point of diversion). If a senior water user does not have sufficient
water in the stream to satisfy her rights, the most junior upstream user must
curtail her use until the senior right is satisfied. If sufficient water is still not
present, then the next most junior user must curtail her use and so on until
the right is satisfied. The right is based on a specific "flow" at the point of
diversion at a particular time. Gains and losses as water moves downstream
need to be taken into account in order to determine if a particular right can
be satisfied. If water released upstream will not reach a senior user because
of natural losses, the "futile call" doctrine will allow the junior appropriator
to continue her use.
A major problem with estimating "flow" rights is the lack of
adequate information. Most ditches and streams are either ungauged or
have relatively few gauges. Also, actual practices may differ from the uses
listed on a permit.47With few gauges to measure what is diverted, scientists
have problems estimating the volume of water actually being used.
Estimating flow is also difficult because of temporal variation. Under
natural conditions flows can vary both seasonally and annually with
extremes of low flow and excessive flow the norm in western states.
Average annual flow has little meaning.' Streamflow also varies by
location, with some streams gaining volume and others losing volume.
These "carriage" losses or gains occur by inflow from other surface waters,
infiltration, evaporation, and transpiration. Extreme variation means that
in years with heavy precipitation all rights may be satisfied, and in years
with low precipitation only the most senior rights may receive water. In
addition, needs are not consistent over a calendar year. Irrigators need
water during the growing season, ski resorts need water to make snow in
the winter, and cities need water all year. The institution that evolved to coordinate these variable needs was simple to administer because variations

47. See, e.g., James N. Corbridge, HistoricalWater Use and the Protectionof Vested Rights: A
Challenge to Colorado Water Law, 69 U. Cow. L. REv. 503,505 (1998). See also Gould, supra note
37, at 21.
48. For example, the historic records on the Colorado River only date from 1906. Tree
rings can be used to reconstruct the record preceding 1906, but not all scientists agree on what
that record should look like. Most would agree, however, that annual flows below 6 maf and
above 20 maf occur on a regular basis. For a comparison and evaluation of the historic and
reconstructed record, see David G. Tarboton, Hydrologic Scenariosfor Severe SustainedDrought
in the Southwestern United States, 31 WATER RESoURcEs Buu. 803 (1995).
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in flow were accounted for by the priority system 9 If a senior appropriator
did not receive water, junior appropriators curtailed their use. This was
necessary in the last century when models could not predict the results of
a given change.
"Use rights" include the right to convey the water to a specified
place, at a particular time, and for a particular purpose. The right is spatial,
temporal, and connected to a specific type of use. Although the elements of
this "right" are often listed in a permit, a permit is not the same as a water
right. In some states the "right" is not final until adjudication has occurred.'
In the adjudication process, historic and actual uses will be examined. If a
stream system has many users, the process of sorting out "who" has what
rights can become very complex and take considerable time. For example,
in Idaho's Snake River adjudication the number of claimants is in the
thousands." The adjudication on the Pojoaque river basin in New Mexico
began in 1966 and is still not final.' Because the water rights system is
interrelated and interdependent, the entire system must be looked at as a
whole. Current methodologies do not incorporate the water right's
temporal and spatial elements at a fine enough scale to establish the
interrelationships needed for the adjudication. Additionally, experts'
opinions will differ. The result is significant uncertainty on the elements of
a water right even when a permit exists.
Use rights and input rights are the ones most generally specified in
a water permit or license. A change in these rights will require an approval
of the state water agency.' If downstream "output" rights will be damaged
by a change, the permit may be denied or modified to prevent harm to
others.

49. See Gould, supranote 37, at 12.
50. See generally 2 WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS § 15.01-15.02(d); A. Lynne Krogh, Water
Right Adjudication in the Western States: Procedures,Constitutionality,Problems & Solutions, 30
LAND& WATERL REV. 9,12-56 (1995); A. Dan Tarlock, The llusion of Finalityin General Water
Rights Adjudications,25 IDAHO L.REv. 271 (1988-1989).

51. The Snake River adjudication has 185,000 water rights being adjudicated involving 38
of the states 44 counties. Other states are also involved in an adjudication process with large
numbers of claimants. Tarlock, supranote ,50, at 271.
52. See generally New Mexico v. Aamodt, 537 F.2d 1102 (10th Cir. 1976); State of New
Mexico ex rel. Reynolds v. Aamodt, 618 F.Supp. 993 (D.N.M. 1985). The case was eventually
referred to a special master; 537 F.2d at 1105. A recent Federal District Court decision has

limited the pueblo's rights. Ben Neary, Pueblo Continues Questfor More Water, THE SANTA FE
New MEXICAN, Feb. 11, 2001, at B1.
53. See, e.g., ARiz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 45-172 (West 1994 & Supp. 2000); IDAHO CODE § 42-

222 (Michie 1998 & Supp. 2000); N.M. STAT. ANN. §72-5-23 (Mlichie Supp. 1997). See generally
2 WATERS AND WATER RIGH s § 16.02(a). In Colorado, the water courts approve transfers. See

COLO.Rrv. STAT. ANN. §§ 37-92-101 to 37-92-602 (West 1990 & Supp. 2000).
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"Output rights" are those "obligations" designed to protect the
"flow" of water to downstream junior or senior users. Generally, these
obligations are expressed in terms of "no injury" to other users. Senior
rights are protected by virtue of their seniority and junior appropriators are
entitled to the continuation of the conditions of the stream as they existed
when their appropriations were made. This "no injury" rule has been
codified in many states.' This requires upstream users to either refrain from
reducing streamflow if the reduction interferes with other rights or mitigate
the impacts on other users. The issues raised here will be discussed in more
detail below.
Because water rights are based on flowing water, spatial and
temporal elements are inherent within them. The models presently in place
do not always use spatial and temporal elements at a fine enough scale to
determine the impacts of change.
B. How Much Water IsNeeded or Used at a Site?
The nature of the water rights institution creates significant
problems in determining how much water is needed or used on-site. This
measurement problem must be overcome before reallocation can occur or
before conservation measures can be implemented. An application for a
water rights transfer can force a reexamination of current uses. Is the water
being beneficially used or is there waste? Has non-use caused a partial
abandonment of the right? How much water is actually consumed? In a
related problem, determining how much water is "saved" through
conservation practices is necessary before meaningful conservation policy
can be implemented.
A water right is based on actual beneficial use, but waste is not
considered beneficial." Also, if a use stops completely or partially the right
may be lost as to the unused quantity 5' Beneficial use, waste, and nonuse
are therefore important elements in determining the amount of water used
or needed at a particular site. In most states, periodic re-examinations of the

54.

See, e.g., CAL. WATER CoDE § 1702 (West 1971); COLO.REV.STAT. § 37-92-305(3) (West

1990 &Supp. 2000); IDAHoCODE § 42-108 (Michie 1998); N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 72-5-23,72-5-25
(Michie Supp. 1997).
55. See Neuman, supra note 20, at 920. See also George W. Pring & Karen A. Tomb, Lcense
to Waste: LegalBarriersto Conservation and Efficient Use of Water in the West, 25 ROCKY M7N. MIN.
L.INST. 25-1, 25-17 to 25-18 (1979); Steven J. Shupe, Waste in Western Water Law: A Blueprintfor
Change,61 OR.L REv. 483, 488 (1982); Trelease, supra note 20, at 6.
56. State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 947 P.2d 400, 406 (Idaho 1997). State
statutes on abandonment or forfeiture control the circumstances under which loss will take
place. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 46.15.140 (Michie 1998); IDAHOCODE § 42-222(2) (Michie 1998);
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 72-5-28 (Michie Supp. 1997 & Supp. 2000).
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amount of water authorized by a permit or license are not done. Thus these
"paper rights" may not represent actual water use. However, when an
application for a transfer is made, the question of beneficial use, waste, and
actual use can be reopened. The amount of water available for transfer will
be based on actual beneficial use rather than "paper rights."
The potential for losing a right from non-use generates perverse
incentives. Because the right is measured by actual use over a period of
years, right holders protect that right by using what is allocated rather than
what is needed. They have no incentive to conserve. If the year is wet and
less water is needed, use may still remain at the customary level in order to
maintain the average. This situation occurs even though waste is not
considered beneficial. The goal is to prevent loss of the right from non-use.
Although "waste" is not a beneficial use, waste does not include
many traditional uses that would be considered inefficient by today's
standards. Beneficial use includes water that is "actually in good faith
necessary" for the intended use. For agricultural uses this amount is
determined by using the "duty of water" concept that is based on models
that use crop type and climatological data to determine consumptive
amounts.
In the transfer process, "consumptive use" must also be determined
so that other rights will not be harmed.' Consumptive use, simply put, is
the amount of water taken from a stream minus the amount of water that
returns to it. Unfortunately the methodology for making a determination
of historic consumptive use is either expensive or not very sophisticated.
Proving actual consumptive use is often simply a "best guess."
In addition to the measurement problems associated with
transferring a water right, measuring the volume of water "conserved" can
also be problematic. Traditionally, few incentives to conservation existed.
Indeed, the incentive was to use more water than actually needed because
the right could be lost if not used. Beneficial uses did not have to be efficient
from a water saving perspective. For example, irrigators who took
conservation steps were not always allowed to use the conserved water
elsewhere or sell it. The lack of incentives to conserve has been one of the
major criticisms of the appropriation doctrine." If reallocation is to occur,
changing the incentives to conserve will prove to be a valuable tool. Even

57. See, e.g., EVAPORATIONANDIRRIGATIONWATERREQUIREMENTS (M. Jensen, R. Burman,
& R. Allen eds., American Society of Civil Engineers 1990); Harry F. Blaney & Wayne D.
Criddle, Determining Water RequirementsforSettling Water Disputes,4 NAT. RESOURCE5J. 29,3037(1964).
58. Sometimes this is stated as "historic" consumptive use. Corbridge, supra note 47, at
504.
59. See, e.g., Neuman, supra note 20.
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when incentives are in place, the quantity of water actually conserved must
be determined in some way.
Although case law on water conservation tends to be confusing or
contradictory,' recent legislative changes are beginning to modify the
institutional structure in order to facilitate conservation.6' However, the
effectiveness of those legislative changes is uncertain.' While changes in the
existing legal institution are necessary for incentive programs to function,
additional factors must also be considered: specifically, how will water
users respond to the offered incentive, how much water will be conserved,
and what are the third party impacts? By answering these questions, the net
benefits of an incentive system can be assessed and the most appropriate
system adopted. Before it is possible to assess the amount of "new" water
created through the conservation practices, it is necessary to forecast how
consumers will respond. Even if the amount conserved is determined, the
issue of third party effects (potentially positive or negative) remains." These
effects may introduce an additional deterrent to conservation practice.
In spite of changes that overcome some of the legal obstacles for
conservation, the transaction costs are still high if the conserved water is
reallocated. As suggested above, the high transaction costs are partly
related to inadequate models. Determining the volume of water that is
actually put to a beneficial use is difficult, but this is an essential step if
reallocation is to be facilitated. The water actually consumed by a beneficial
use is the volume that can be transferred. Also important are the restrictions
that limit changes in a stream's downstream flow.

60. See Robert Emmet Clark, Backgroundand Trends in Water Salvage Law, 15 ROCKY MTN.
MIN. L INST. 421,438-53 (1969).
61. Statutory law was almost nonexistent until recently. California and Oregon were the
first states to encourage the sale of salvaged water. CAL. WATER CoDE § 1010, Stats.1977, ch.
1117, p. 3589, § 1; CAL. WATER CODE § 1011, Stats.1979, ch.1112, p. 4047, § 2; OR. REv. STAT.
ANN. § 537.455-537.500, 1987 C. 264 § 1-10. Montana was added to the list in 1991. MONT.
CODE ANN. § 85-2-102(15), En Sec. 1, Ci 308, L 1991; 9 85-2-419, En. Sec. 1, CIL 308, L 1991,
amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 123, L 1999. Nevada determined it had administrative authority to accomplish

the same purpose in 1991. NEv.REV. STAT. §§ 349.980-349.987,1991, ch. 559, 2, p. 1833 § 9, p.
1834. Washington amended its
laws in 1993, WASH. Rav. CODE ANN. § 90.42.010, Laws 1993,
ch.98, § 1,1993 sp.s. c. 4 § 14, and Texas did so in 1997. T.x WATR COo ANN. § 11.002, Acts
1997,75th Leg., ci. 1010, § 2.02.
62. See, e.g., MarkMonhart, Comment, CarrotsforConserntion:Oregon's Water Conservation
Statute Offers Incentives to Invest in Efficiency, 66 U. COLO.L RE V.827 (1995) (few water users
have taken advantage of the opportunity provided).
63. Third party effects, as used here, also include "public interest" considerations that are
required in most western states before a transfer is approved. See NEv. REv. STAT. ANN.
533.370(3) (Michie 1995, Supp. 1999); OR. REV. STAT. § 540.537(1)(c) (1988) and text
accompanying note 35.
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C. What Are the Impacts that Result from Changing an Element of the
Water Right?
Changing the spatial, temporal, or use elements of a water right can
lead to third party impacts that are difficult to evaluate in advance of the
change." Who will be impacted if a water right is changed, and where will
the impacts occur? Will there be less water or more water? Will the timing
of the flow be changed? Will there be harm to the environment or the public
interest?
The "no injury" rule inherent in the appropriation doctrine was
designed to protect investment expectations by guaranteeing that changes
made to the system subsequent to an appropriation will not impact
streamflow. Even if a change or transfer does have third party effects, it
may be acceptable if conditions can be imposed to mitigate the potential
harm.' The issue is determining what the harm will be and what mitigation
measures will actually prevent harm. The scientific problem this presents
is similar to that encountered in measuring how much water is used on-site.
Changes in the spatial elements of a water right can have significant
downstream impacts. For example, if the place of use is changed, longer
conveyance systems may be required that can increase evaporation and
infiltration, potentially increasing consumptive use. If the new place of use
has more permeable soil, increased infiltration may reduce flows that
historically returned to the stream. If the new place of use is outside the
watershed, return flows may be eliminated altogether. Changing the point
of diversion or point of return flow can also have an impact on downstream
and upstream appropriators. This type of change alters the streamflow
volume along a particular stream reach. Effects will depend on the ordering
of priorities along a stream and the location of the original and new
diversion points. Stream conveyance losses may also increase as a result of
changing the point of diversion or return flow. Although the changes are
spatially explicit, conventional models evaluate biophysical processes at a
very coarse scale. This approach ignores or uses a limited number of the
spatial elements needed to determine third party impacts from water right
changes or transfers.
Water rights also have a temporal element that can have third party
effects. If the water right is for irrigation, changing the use to winter
snowmaking for a ski resort will drastically impact the time a specific
volume is consumed and will alter streamflows. In this case, because the
time change is from a period when use is intense to one when use is less

64. See supra,note 37 and accompanying text. See also Charles W. Howe et aL, Transaction
Costs as Determinants of Water Tranfers, 61 U. Coto. L REV. 393 (1990).
65. See Gould, supranote 37, at 13.
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intense, the impact may be slight unless stored water is involved. In other
instances the change could be from a less intense time period to a more
intensive one, in which case significant impacts could result. The temporal
element should also be considered in mitigation. For example, when land
is irrigated the return flow to a stream may take days, weeks, or months to
occur depending on the surface water and groundwater hydrology.
Downstream users depend on the return flow remaining the same. If a
consumptive amount of 50 percent is assumed for the irrigated land, a
transfer of a water right of two cubic feet per second (cfs) would allow one
cfs to be transferred and one cfs would remain in the stream. Without
further mitigation measures, the water would be delivered instantly
downstream rather than the slower delivery that would have occurred if the
water had been used first for irrigation. With "instant" delivery, the water
may be unusable by downstream appropriators because the water arrives
before it is needed. Most models in use today aggregate time into monthly,
seasonal, or yearly blocks. Such aggregations do not really deal with "flow"
but with total volume for the time period used. However, water rights are
based on flow that requires the incorporation of a finer scale temporal
element.
Water rights are also based on use. Changing the type of use can
impact third parties. For example, planting a new crop such as alfalfa,
which uses more water than a historically grown crop of wheat, will affect
the return flow. A change from irrigation to industrial use could have the
same effect. Moving from flood irrigation to a sprinkler or drip system may
be more efficient from a water use perspective, but such conservation
measures may impact the timing and volume of return flow. Converting an
unlined ditch to a lined ditch may deprive another appropriator of the
underground seepage the unlined ditch supplied. Changes or transfers of
this nature are possible as long as the third party effects are mitigated.
In addition to examining harm to individuals who hold water
rights, some western states require a public interest or public welfare
review before a water right transfer is approved." Historically, such public
interest reviews were cursory at best, being approved if the transfer was to
a historically "beneficial" use. Legislative or administrative guidelines
seldom defined the public interest. In the last two decades the standards for
public interest/welfare review have been changing to include environmental and social values. However defined, public interest review allows public
value externalities to be considered. In this way the "public" aspect of water
can be taken into consideration in reallocation decisions.

66. See, e.g., ARiZONAREV. STAT. ANN. § 45-153 (West 1994 & Supp. 2000); N.M. STAT. ANN.
72-5-6,72-5-7 (Michie Supp. 1997). See also Grant, supra note 36.
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Standards for public interest review have been established by
legislation, by the courts, and by administrative action. The standards can
include the effect or value of the economic activity; impacts on fish, game,
and recreation; the effect on public health; other possible uses for the water;
or the effect on access to public waters.67 Lists of public interest values often
contain competing values that may not all be achieved in the same
reallocation decision. This problem has two aspects. On the one hand it is
difficult to determine how much water is actually needed for each of these
purposes. This part of the problem is one usually approached by biophysical modelers and has the same problems discussed above. The second part
of the problem is determining the value of public goods and external effects.
Because these are not traded in traditional markets, no obvious "price" can
be used as a proxy for value. Economists have devised mechanisms for
valuation of non-market goods, but these mechanisms are imperfect.6
D. What are the Underlying Preference Structures for Consumers?
Water reallocation ultimately depends on the decisions of people
who use water. Traditionally, policy makers have assumed that affected
parties will respond uniformly. Policy makers fail to recognize differences
in the underlying preference structures of consumer groups. Consider a
hypothetical conservation program to improve the efficiency of irrigation
practices of farmers. The government agency involved may offer a rebate
program for employing more efficient irrigation technologies. Assuming the
rebate was of substantial size to offset the costs of implementation, if all
farmers were identical, we would expect all farmers to participate. In the
real world we see varied responses to such programs. Variations in
response can be attributed to differences in underlying preferences resulting
in heterogeneous consumer groups. In order to predict the effects of
changes in the institutions, likely behavioral responses to those changes
must be modeled. Methodologies that treat consumers as a single aggregate,
homogeneous group will yield results that do not assess the true aggregate
response and may not even reflect the response of any individual group.'
Water reallocation models not only need to consider the four
questions presented above, but they need to consider them simultaneously.
While an accurate scientific model of the physical nature of water resources

67.
68.

ALASKASTAT. § 46.15.080 (Michie 1998).
For a discussion of non-market valuation mechanisms, see NICK HANLEY ST AL.,

ENVRONNENTAL ECONOMICS INTHERY AND PRACuCE 356-82 (1997). See alsoCummings et aL,
supra note 16.
69. See, e.g., JAN15 M. CHERMAK & KATE KRAUSE, NEW M CO WATER RESOURCES
RESEARCH INSIMTIrE, THE IMPACT OF HETEROGENEOUS CONSuMER RESPONSE ON WATER
CONSERVAnON GOAIS (2000); HAL VARLAN, MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS (3d ed. 1992).
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is necessary to assess reallocation problems, it is not adequate by itself.
Likewise, a behavioral model that accurately disaggregates consumer
groups based on underlying preferences is necessary to assess reallocation
problems, but by itself, it also is not adequate. Consideration of the
biophysical model and the behavioral science model simultaneously, along
with institutional factors and constraints, yields a complete water market
model. The whole, in this case, is greater than the sum of parts."'
IV. THE LIMITATIONS AND PROMISES OF EXISTING MODELS
Although most models typically deal well with one or possibly two
aspects of the questions discussed in section III, they fail to capture the
complexity of the interrelationships required to fully delineate the use of
water at a site and over a drainage basin. These tools were developed to
answer specific scientific and engineering questions related to surface water
and groundwater flow. Because policy issues are not the primary goal, very
few of the currently available models address the complex needs of the
policy community in terms of providing basic data or, more importantly,
legally defensible information. The issues of primary importance in
answering the water rights questions fall under two broad headingsspatial complexity/topology" and information uncertainty. These issues are
inherent in all of the questions posed above.n In this section we will review
from a science and institutional perspective the key issues that make the use
of existing water models difficult within the existing legal framework. In
order to aid that discussion, a stylized example of a water allocation system
will be used.
This stylized example illustrates the spatial structure of both the
biophysical systems and the underlying institutional reality imposed by the
appropriation doctrine.' Figure 1 consists of a hypothetical stream network

70. While we recognize the importance of the behavioral components of the integrated
model, the focus of this article is primarily on the necessary characteristics of an adequate
biophysical model
71. Topology refers to the structure of the spatial relationships within a systen. For a
detailed discussion of topologic relationships, see PETER A. BURROUGH, PRINCIPLES OF
GEOGRAPIC INFORMAIoN SYSTEMS FOR LAND RESOuRCE ASSmsuNT (1986); PETER A.
BURROUcH&RACHAELMCDONNEU. PRwwLcmoGBoGRAPC INFoRmAION SYT
(1998).
72. Other issues, such as institutional rigidity, are also inherent in the questions. Our
intent here is to examine the major problems biophysical modelers must overcome in routing
water through the system within a reallocation context. Behavioral models also encounter these
problems, but the discussion here is more limited in scope.
73. The example is simplified and assumes water is not lost to the system through
evapotranspiration, infiltration, and other natural processes. See, for example, Gould, supra
note 37, for a similar simplified example. The GIS model proposed in this article would take
these natural processes into account.
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and its watershed, including the underlying aquifer. Rainfall/runoff is
routed by gravity and surface and subsurface characteristics until it reaches
the stream channel. Once the water reaches the channel, it is routed
downstream and may experience potential gains and losses along the way
due to natural processes, diversions, return flows from these natural
processes, and/or diversions that are added back to the streamflow at some
point different from the diversion point.

FIGURE 1: Hypothetical Stream Network and its Watershed
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In our example the watershed has ten water users. Priorities are
indicated by numbers in figure 1, with the highest priority in the system (1)
at the lowest point downstream. Arrows represent places of diversion and
return flow, and the dotted areas represent the place of use. If user 1 does
not receive her full allotment of water, then user 10 must cease diverting
water until user l's right is satisfied. If user 10 completely stops diverting
water and user l's right is still not satisfied, then user 9 must curtail water
diversion. The process continues until user 1 receives her full share of
water. Likewise, if user 7 does not have enough water, then user 10 must
curtail diversion until user 7's right is satisfied.
Suppose one of the water users wants to transfer her water right to
a user outside the basin. For example, if user 10 has a right to divert 20 cfs
of water during July, and she wants to sell it to a city outside the watershed.
Any senior appropriator downstream (users 9 to 1) could object to the sale
if it will deprive them of water to which they are entitled. If the transfer of
a consumptive amount of 10 cfs would not harm the senior appropriators,
it might be allowed. If harm would only occur when the stream was flowing
less than 40 cfs at user 10's point of diversion, then the transfer could be
conditioned on that circumstance.
Similar problems arise when return flows are addressed. Suppose
user 5 wants to make a sale. If there is return flow either on the surface or
underground, then user 6, as a junior appropriator, could object because
user 6 is protected as to the conditions of the stream when she made the
appropriation including user 5's return flows. All user 5 can sell is the
amount consumed. Suppose user 8 wanted to change the point of return
flow so it is downstream from user 7's point of diversion. User 7 could
prevent this change if harm would occur, because senior rights are

protected by their priority.
The relationship between the physical topology and legal topology
are illustrated by the example. The physical topology is much more difficult
to model when it is not simplified, and adding the legal topology makes the
problem even more difficult. As a result, the current approaches only
partially address the topological issues from a physical science perspective
and fail almost completely to address the complex legal topologies
embodied in water rights, water use, and water reallocation.
A. Spatial Complexity and Topological Relationships in WaterAllocation
To deal with the issues raised above in our stylized example, a
legally defensible science-based model must capture, at the appropriate
temporal and spatial scales, the interconnectedness and interdependence of
all the flows within a given catchment. To do so at the scales required for
reallocation, these relationships must be defined within and among the set
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of catchments that make up the entire drainage basin. The entirety of these
spatial relationships is termed the "topology" of the system.
Topological relationships are defined as the set of values that
describe the geometric relationships between objects. For spatial data these
consist of three major elements: connectivity, adjacency, and containment. 74
Connectivity defines the linkages between physical objects, adjacency
defines the set of neighboring objects and the distances to these objects, and
containment defines the elements that exist within each spatial unit. These
topological relationships are critical in evaluating the movement of water
through the hydrologic system and in understanding the complex
interrelationships of the impacts of water use. An absence of topological
information makes it impossible to assess the impact of any use or change
in use.
Of the three topological relationships, connectivity is probably the
simplest to relate to surface and groundwater flow. Physically water is
connected in a unidirectional stream network, flowing downhill under the
influence of gravity or in the pore spaces or fractures of an aquifer where
the flow is in the direction of decreasing hydraulic head. Connectivity is at
the heart of most hydrologic flow models.7 Incorporation of the more
complex adjacency relationship within the hydrologic model allows the
identification of neighbors and the assessment of the impacts of one user on
his neighbors. Finally, containment defines the hierarchy of drainage basins,
the objects found within those basins, and allows calculation of the total
water available in individual regions or in the entire drainage basin.
In a normal modeling scenario, the hydrologic network can be
thought of as an interconnected set of pathways with a specific flow
direction, which is a function of topography and gravity flow down
topographic surfaces. In this topology, surface and subsurface flow is
routed from the uppermost portions of a given drainage basin,
unidirectionally to the lowest portion of that basin. Flow is then routed into
the next lower drainage and so on until some base level is reached (a lake,
dam, or the ocean). The result is a hierarchy of drainage basins that collect
and move water through the hydrologic system.
While most gravity driven hydrologic modeling systems handle
this specific topology fairly well, efficiently routing water through the
system, some special circumstances exist where such a simplistic approach

fails to adequately capture the complete topological structure of the
situation. For example, figure 2 shows a reach of stream with 10 water
users. In this example, the priority date for the user with the highest priority

74.

BURROUGH & McDoNNEU, supra note 71, at 12,29.

75.

See, e.g., ASCE TASK CoMMImEE oN GIS MODULES AND DISTRISL'IED MODELS OF THE

WATSHED, GIS MODULES AND DIuTRIED MODELS OF THE WATERsHED (1999).
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starts closest to the headwaters, with subsequent priorities continuing
downstream through users 2 to 10 each with successively later priority
dates. This example conforms to a regular or "normal" hydrologic model
with a topology basically mimicking the flow regime. Because of this, most
current models can handle simple allocations of the water resource under
this scenario fairly easily because they are designed to have a unidirectional
flow topology driven by connectivity and relatively simple adjacency and
containment information (if any).

FIGURE 2: Hypothetical Stream Network and its Watershed:
Normal Topology
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However, legal aspects of priority dates and non-impairment can
introduce serious topological problems in modeling the water resource.
Returning to our first simple example (figure 1), we find that the legal
structure of water rights is reversed or "inverted" relative to the "normal"
hydrologic topology of figure 2. Since water does not normally flow uphill
unless pumped, the topology of existing gravity driven models is ill
equipped to handle this inverted structure. In this case, the priority system
imposes a second, albeit relatively simple, inverted topology on the
underlying hydrologically-driven normal topology.
In most drainages the picture is far more complex, with a mixture
of priority dates along a given reach of stream that is neither normal nor
inverted but actually some combination (figure 3). This relatively complex
topology can be further complicated by having different diversion and
return points (altered connectivity), by flows in ditches and canal systems
that allow transfers between basins (redefined adjacency and altered
containment), and by groundwater flow and/or interbasin transfers that
may cross drainage divides (altered connectivity, adjacency, and
containment). In this case, the simple connectivity-driven hydrologic model
fails because insufficient information related to these more complex
adjacency and containment parameters cannot be incorporated in the
model. An even greater failing of these models is that they normally have
a data structure that does not allow storage and utilization of these
advanced topological constructs.
B. Information Uncertainty
Information uncertainty is the bane of modelers who attempt to
predict the actions of complex systems and of the legal community that
needs to utilize model results as evidence. Modelers realized in the early
1960s that the quality of the model results was dependent on the
completeness of the physical equations used in the model. More
importantly, the modelers recognized four other significant issues that
influence model results: data resolution (scale), how data were represented
and grouped in the model (aggregation), how model elements were joined
together (integration), and how sparse data could be best utilized
(information limitations).
1. Scale
One of the critical elements in hydrologic modeling, and one that
does not lend itself well to the production of information necessary to the
legal community, is scale. Scale, in this respect, refers to the spatial
resolution of data in a database or model and can be thought of as the
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smallest standard unit of space for which data are recorded!' The standard
unit of measurement is a "grid cell" that represents different size areas as
scale changes. This differs from the definition of scale commonly used for
mapping purposes that equates map scale with the number of units in the
real world that are represented by a unit distance on a map."

#1-10 indicate priority
FIGURE 3: Hypothetical Stream Network and its Watershed:
Mixed Topology and Altered Connectivity
76. C. DANATOMLN, GEOGRAMPCIRMAoNSYSTEMMA DCARTGRA
CMOLNG
8(0990).
77. For example, U.S. Geological Survey quadrangle maps are commonly found at a
1:24000 scale, implying that one inch on the map equals 24,000 inches in the real world.
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Legal questions concerning water and water reallocation effects are
often asked with reference to specific locations. However, most existing
databases and models do not contain information at the required scales."
For example, start with a drainage basin divided into a number of equal
sized squares, or grid cells (figure 4), with a single value for some variable,
such as a diversion point, recorded for each grid cell." If we are attempting
to analyze the consequences of the movement of a diversion point 30 meters
upstream or downstream and the scale at which diversion point information is recorded in the database is 100 square meters (corresponding to one
diversion point value per 10x0 meter cell: see figure 4a), then the predictive model will be able to resolve such a change and produce the necessary
output. For example, moving a diversion from point one to point two is
resolvable at ten meters but not at 60 meters, whereas a move from point
three to point four is resolvable at both scales. However, if the database
scale is 60 meters (figure 4b), then a 40-meter movement of a diversion
point may or may not be resolvable within the model. Therefore, scale
problems are a form of information uncertainty.
Models of the physical environment are limited by the scale of
information utilized by the model and available to the model for use."
Small uncertainties relative to the initial starting conditions in a model can
lead to large uncertainties in the modeled output.5' From this perspective,
the scale at which information is available to produce estimates of water
availability and the scale at which hydrologic models are run are both
critical elements in understanding how a drainage basin responds to inputs
of precipitation, internal water use (both by natural and human systems),
and water output.
Scale is also important over a wide range of values within a model.
Some processes important to hydrologic modeling, such as surface
infiltration, are sensitive to the fine-grained characteristics of the landscape
and may vary significantly over distances of a few meters to tens of meters.

78. Information availability and scale are closely related. Information availability is
discussed in the next section.
79. Each grid cell location may have many variables associated with it. For instance,
besides a diversion value there may be a return flow value, a crop type value, a soil type value,
etc. As willbe discussed in the context of a Geographic Information System in section V herein,
these values are also known as attributes.
80. See Edward N. Lorenz, The Problemof Deducingthe Climatefom the Governing Equations,
16 TELLUS 1 (1964).
81. This idea subsequently became known as the Butterfly Effect because it was couched
in terms of the influence the flapping of the wings of a butterfly would have on weather and
climate. The unmeasured small changes induced by this movement at fine scales propagate
uncertainty to all scales in the model and make prediction difficult. See JAMes GLE C CHAOS:
MAKING A NEw Sc NcE (1987), for a detailed discussion of the Butterfly Effect and similar
modeling problems.
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FIGURE 4: Database resolution and movement of diversion and
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Other processes, such as evapotranspiration, may vary little over distances
of hundreds of meters, depending on the plant type, canopy closure, and
percent of cover. Therefore, to accurately model a hydrologic system and
to produce information that is legally supportable, scale must be variable
and vary in response to the physical location and the appropriate scale of
the processes being modeled.
2. Aggregation
Mapped information at a variety of scales can be used to delineate
characteristics of drainage basins and to develop mathematical relationships
between hydrological variables and basin characteristics.s' Unfortunately,
differences in the scale of mapped information may also introduce
significant uncertainty in modeled results because data must be aggregated
or disaggregated. For example, as map scales become smaller' generalization increases and objects in the database tend to become grouped or
"aggregated."' This produces a significant loss of information as many data
points are averaged or in some way combined together to produce mapable
information at the desired scale. Such models can produce a wide range of
results depending on the level of aggregation even though the exact same
area is analyzed.
Two basic types of modeling approaches are currently employed
to simulate watershed response to precipitation. These two methods,

82. See D. H. Pilgrim, Some Problems in Transferring Hydrologic Relationships between Small
and Large Drainage Basins and between Regions, 65 J.HYDROLOGY 49 (1983).
83. Small map scale equates to more surface area being covered by a given sized map,
whereas a large-scale map covers a smaller portion of the Earth's surface. Small-scale maps
tend to have less detail than large-scale maps and as such they tend to generalize.
84. The effects of aggregation In modeling databases have been examined in great detail
and this body of work has shown that significantly different results can be obtained. For
instance, one comparison of elevation, slope aspect, and slope gradient at different levels of
aggregation reveals that significant differences exist between the measured variables on two
maps even though both maps covered the same area of the Earth's surface. Dennis lsaacson
& William J. Ripple, Comparison of 7.5-Minute and I-Degree Digital Elevation Models, 56
PHo1oGRAmmERc ENGiNEERiNG AND REmoTE SENSmvG 1523, 1524 (1990). These differences
were attributed to the greater level of topographic detail In the larger scale map. Therefore, the
level of aggradation of the source material has a significant effect on model results. Marc P.
Armstrong, Distance Imprecision and Error in Spatial Decision Support Systems, in 2 TECINICAL
ISSUES AND THERESEARCH AGENDA, INERNATIONALGEGRAPIC INFORMA'rIoNSySEEN* (IGIS)

Symposium: THEREsEARcH GENDAII-31 (Ass'n Am. Geographers ed., 1987). Similar problems
exist in extracting land cover data from different spatial resolutions of remotely sensed data.
Such data are often used as input into models that calculate runoff volumes and sediment
loading as a function of land cover, precipitation quantity, and precipitation rate. See Daniel
G.Brown, Impacts ofRemote Sensing Spatial Resolution on theAssessment of Non-point Source Water
Pollution Integrated through a Watershed Response Model and a GIS, 13 PAPERS & PROC. APPIED
GEOGPHYCONF. 1 (1990).
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lumped parameter models and distributed parameter models, aggregate
data in different ways. With lumped parameter models the spatial variation
in precipitation, interception, infiltration, permeability, and topographic
characteristics within the watershed are not taken into account. Spatial
homogeneity is assumed. Lumped models tend to be less data intensive and
therefore have the advantage of being readily usable when detailed
hydrologic data are not available. Lumped models generally cannot answer
the questions posed above.' Distributed parameter models attempt to
account for the spatial variability. To capture the spatial heterogeneity of
hydrologic characteristics, distributed models typically represent the
watershed and its underlying aquifer as a set of gridcells and assign various
parameter values to each cell. Runoff volume is computed for every
individual cell and then routed from one cell to another through the
watershed to the watershed outlet. A layer or layers of cells beneath the
surface layer can represent the groundwater reservoir. Water can be routed
between the surface and subsurface layers, and between the cells of the
subsurface layers. Distributed models have been found to be very useful for
assessing the effects of land use change, forecasting the effects of spatially
variable inputs and outputs, predicting the movement of sediment and
pollutants, and estimating the hydrological response of ungauged
catchments." However, data preparation tends to be rather extensive.
Distributed models will come much closer to answering the questions asked
above. The GIS approach we are proposing is a distributed parameter
model.
3. IntegrationIssues
The production of runoff across a landscape is a combination of a
large number of processes working at many different scales. A key to
correctly and accurately predicting the hydrologic response to changed
conditions, such as what would occur from a change in use or a change in
place of use, is to couple different model elements together in an integrated
modeling framework. Coupled models fall into one of several categories
85. For an expanded discussion, see Keith Beven, DistributedModels, in HYDROLOGICAL
FoREcASITiNG 405, 407-08 (M.G. Anderson & T.P. Burt eds., 1985); J.R. Blackie & C.W.O. Eeles,

Lumped Catchment Models, in id. at 311; Vladimir Novotny & Gordon Chesters, Delivery of
Sediment and Pollutantsfrom Nonpoint Sources: A Water Quality Perspective,43 JOURNAL OF SOIL
AND WATER CONSERVATION 568 (1989); Vijay P. Singh, Watershed Modeling, in COMPUrER
MODELS OF WATERSHIED HYDDtooGY 8 (Vijay P. Singh ed., 1995).
86. Keith Beven, Distributed Models, in HYDROLOGCAL FORECASTING 405, 407 (M.G.
Anderson & T.P. Burt eds., 1985). See also Donn G. DeCoursey, MathematicalModelsfor Nonpoint
Water Pollution Control, 40 J. SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION 408 (1985). But see Keith Beven,
ChangingIdeas in Hydrology: The Case of Physically-Based Models, 105 J. HYDROLOGY 157 (1989)
(explaining that there are problems with and limitations to the application of physically based

models).
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depending on how data are aggregated in the model and on the completeness of the modeling of processes that transport water in the hydrologic
system.
A common form of integration is the
biophysical model, which
incorporates elements of the landscape in submodels and defines linkages
between the submodels.7 In therhydrologic form of these models, water is
"precipitated" on the landscape within the precipitation submodel. The
submodel uses either measured totals from rain or snow gages or interpolation schemes to distribute precipitation to variouspoints on the landscape.
This is typically followed by a surface infiltation submodel that takes into
account topography, vegetative cover, soil type, and infiltration rate. Other
submodels determine vegetative and other forms of consumption, flow to
groundwater, groundwater flow, and flow into streams. Available water is
then routed through the stream/aquifer network to the outlet of the
drainage basin. An advantage of this model type is that it allows an
integrated view of the entire hydrologic system and its interaction with the
physical environment.
As the example above illustrates, biophysical models are extremely
data intensive. In order to reduce uncertainty, knowledge of a wide range
of variables is required at relatively fine spatial and temporal scales. Since
this information is typically only coarsely known, some level of uncertainty
in model results will always exist.u While the spatial structure of such
models is fairly complex," to date none incorporate the highly interconnected topologies required to assess the entirety of water reallocation issues.
Links between water users, as defined by the complex topology of water
rights and priority within a basin, are not included in current models. In

87. These linkages are in the form of flows of energy, mass, and momentum. See generally
Lawrence E. Band, Effect of Land Surface Representationon Forest Waterand CarbonBudgets, 150
HYDROLOGY 749 (1993); Lawrence E. Band, DistributedParameritizationof Complex Terrain,12
SURVEYS IN GEOPHYSICS 249 (1991); Ramakrishna R. Nemani et aL, Regional Hydroecalogical
Simulation System: An Illustration of the Integration of Ecosystem Models in a GIS, in
ENvRoNMENTAL MoDzuNG wmi GIS (.F. Goodchild et aleds., 19?3); Stephen W. Running
& E. Raymond Hunt Jr., Generalizationof a Forest Easystem Process Model for other Biomnes,
BIOME-BGC, and an Applicationfor Global Scale Models, in SCALING PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES:
LEAF To GLOBE U.L Ehrlinger & C.B. Field eds., 1993).
88. Sensitivity analysis of different elements of the biophysical model allows sdentists to
determine the error range of a model estimate or prediction based on variations in the model
inputs. This type of analysis identifies the model inputs to which the model outcome is
particularly sensitive, After the identification of these relatively more important model inputs,
effort and money can be spent to improve these inputs, thus improving the overall model
accuracy.

89. See, e.g., Richard
ENVIRONMENTAL

J. Aspinall, GIS and Spatial Analysis for Ecological Modeling, in

iNORMATfON MANAGEmEw AND ANALYIS

EcOsYSE

377 (William K. Michener et aL eds., 1994); Band, supranote 87.
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many cases the existing database structure0 precludes the addition of this
information.
4. Information Limitations
The four questions posed to the scientific community in section III
cannot be answered without information. Water rights cannot be defined
or identified without an adequate description of the rights. How much
water is needed or used at a particular site and the impacts on other
interests cannot be determined without data. This raises two questions: (1)
What data are needed to answer the questions? and (2) Are the data
available in a usable form? The answer to the first question is relatively
easy. Scientists need data on climate (precipitation, temperature, humidity,
cloud cover, wind, etc.), hydrology (streamflow, water table heights, etc.),
land use (vegetation type, percentage of vegetation coverage, etc.), soils,
elevation, hydrologic conductivities, slope aspect, and other factors that
affect the biophysical system. The main problem is in the second
question-the data are often either non-existent, at a very coarse resolution,
or of questionable quality. For example, determining water table heights in
many areas is difficult because data do not exist. Soil maps may be
generalized or inconsistent with the soil classification on adjacent maps.
Climate stations may not record all climate variables needed. These are
significant problems scientists have been working to overcome.
While there is often an apparent wealth of data available to run
hydrologic models, the resolution and spatial distribution of these data are
often relatively sparse and inappropriate for the types of problems that
water managers have to deal with on a daily basis. For instance, if we
attempt to predict the amount of runoff for a given set of basins at a specific
instant,9" current and antecedent precipitation totals are needed across the
entire area. Because only a handful of meteorological stations exist in a
given sub-basin, numerous techniques exist to spatially interpolate the
value of a variable.' For example, in the upper Rio Grande Basin, an area

90. See discussion of database structures infra Part V.
91. Our simple example neglects all other factors that could contribute to flow such as
infiltration rates, plant canopy cover, groundwater contributions, etc., and all of the topological
interconnections that link the hydrological system.
92. Numerous techniques exist to spatially interpolate the value of a variable, such as
precipitation, from known locations to one or more other locations. See Donald E. Meyers,
SpatialInterpolation:An Operview, 62GEODERMA 17(1994). These techniques range from inverse
distance weighted averages to splines, kriging, and more recently, radial basis functions.
Though these methods vary in complexity, all use information present in known sample
locations to interpolate values for other locations. The accuracy with which a method can
generate estimates depends on both the spatial complexity of the field and the density of the
known locations. Other techniques associated with the regional assessment of the impact of
climate change are being developed to deal with the problem of sparsely available data. See
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of over 75,000 square kilometers, there are approximately 200 stations
recording temperature, precipitation, and snowfall data. However, the
majority of these stations are preferentially located in or near populated
areas with few records from the steep upper drainage basin areas that act
as catchments for winter snow and produce the most runoff. However, the
spatial structure of the precipitation field is far too complex for standard
interpolation techniques, and station information is too sparse to allow the
accurate estimation of precipitation. 3
Climate data are not the only sparsely available variables needed
to model the hydrologic system. Land surface characteristics, soil and
aquifer properties, and water table heights are other physical variables

generall. Bruce Hewitson & Robert G. Crane, Climate Downscaling: Techniquesand Application,
7 CLIMATE RES. 85 (1996); Robert L Wilby & T. Wigley, DownscalingGeneralCirculationModel
Output: A Review of Methods and Limitations, 21 PROGRESS INPHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 530,530-48
(1997); Robert L Wilby et al, Statistical Downscaling of General CirculationModel Output: A
Comparison of Methods, 34 WA= ResOURCIs Res. 2995 (1998). These newer techniques
specifically havebeendeveloped to"downscale" generalcirculationmodel (GCM) simulations
to the local level for impact assessment. Most Ifnot all, of these new methods are appropriate
for the problem outlined here, as well. The techniques can be grouped broadly into two
categories: process-based and empirical approaches. The process-based approaches involve
nesting a high resolution limited area meteorological (LAM) model within GCM grids. See
Robert E.Dickinson et al, A Regional Climate Modelfor the Western United States, 15 CLMATIC
CHAbm 383 (1989);FilippoGiorgiet aL,Regional ClimateChange Scenariosover the United States
Producedwith a Nested RegionalClimate Model, 7 J.
CLIMATE 375 (1994); Joseph M. Russo & John
W. Zack, DownsalingGCM Output with a Mesosnae Model, 49 J.ENVTL MGMT. 19 (1997). The
empirical approaches use statistical methods to specify "transfer" functions that relate the
coarse resolution GCM data (temperature and precipitation) to the local level using
information from known locations. See I.Bogardi et al, Application of a Space-time Model for
Daily PrecipitationUsing Atmospheric CirculationPatterns,981. GEOPHYSICAL REs. 16653 (1993);
Daniel S. Wilks, Statistical Specification of Local Surface Weather Elements from Large-Scale
Information, 40 THEOREICAL & APPL CLIMATOLOGY 119 (1989); Seth E.Snell et al, Spatial
Interpolationof Surface Air TemperaturesUsing ArtificialNeural Networks: EvaluatingTheir Use for
DownscalingGCMs, 13 J.CLIMATE 886 (2000). Each of these techniques has notable weaknesses.
The process-based methods arecomputationaly expensive. For example, these models require
extensive computing time on the fastest supercomputers operating in the world today.
Additionally, these process-based approaches make no use of the information contained in the
values at known locations. The empirical approaches, on the other hand, are heavily reliant on
the quality ofthe information at the known locations and have limited capacity to generate
high resolution estimates throughout an entire landscape. New methods that eliminate these
weaknesses are needed.
93. See generallyBruce Hewitson & Robert G. Crane, Climate Downscaling:Techniques and
Application, 7 CLIMATE RES. 85 (1996); Robert L Wilby & T. Wigley, Downscaling General
Circulation Model Output: A Review of Methods and Limitations, 21 PROGRESS IN PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY 530,530-48 (1997). See also Robert E.Dickinson et al., A Regional Climate Modelfor
the Western United States, 15 CumTIC CHAmG 383 (1989);Fillipo Giorgi et al., Regional Climate
ChangeScenarios over the UnitedStates Producedwith a Nested RegionalClimateModel, 7J.CIMATE
375 (1994); Joseph M.Russo &John W. Zack, DownscalingGCM Output with a MesoscaleModel,
49 J. ENVrL MGMT. 19 (1997).
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needed. Well locations, surface diversion, and management practices are
but a few of the social variables needed. Each of these variables must be
handled individually throughout the modeling process. At every turn,
attention must be paid to the adequacy of the spatial and temporal
resolution of the data and the quality of the data.
As mentioned earlier, the institutional elements of a water right
(priority, place, use, etc.) must be linked to the biophysical model. Further,
the resultant process model must be linked to the behavioral setting. Water
reallocation is only an issue if users wish to change their current rights.
Understanding the motivations for transfers is necessary in order to model
effects of institutional changes. Theoretically, allowing people to gain
financially should encourage conservation, but the extent to which this
holds empirically is an open question.
V. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH USING GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Many of the problems inherent in traditional models can be
overcome by using a process based GIS that integrates biophysical models
with institutional and behavioral models. This section illustrates the
advantages of integrating water markets within a GIS approach and
discusses the GIS approach.
A. Integrating Water Markets into the GIS
Water markets have been discussed extensively in the literature as
a viable approach for enhancing the process of reallocating water." Scholars
have identified the necessary characteristics of a water reallocation
process." Essentially these include well-defined water rights, a flexible
framework that minimizes transaction costs, realization of real opportunity
costs (thus implicitly requiring an understanding of competing needs and
uses), an accounting of private and social values, and an assessment of third

94. See supra note 16. A water market and a water bank are conceptually distinct when
reviewed in the abstract. Water banking typically is discussed from the view that a central
organization acts as a clearinghouse. Water marketing is typically viewed as being focused
upon direct individual exchanges. Many variations of both may exist and may incorporate
struchua components from the other. A GIS would be helpful regardless of how the system
is structured.
95. See Charles W. Howe et al., Innovative Approaches to Water Allocation: The Potentialfor
Water Markets, 22 WATER RESOURCES RES. 439 (1986), for an argument that a market is a
superior institution and an allocating mechanism. Further, they argue that its characteristics
are closely related to efficiency: pareto, optimality, and the less strict framework ofbenefit cost
analysis. We have summarized and combined its six characteristics here.
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party effects. A process without all of these characteristics leads to
uncertainties. As established above, uncertainties concerning the impacts
of changes or transfers of water rights tend to perpetuate the status quo.
Suggestions aimed at removing the uncertainties currently inherent
in the reallocation of water have often focused on improving water markets.
Under the right circumstances, market mechanisms increase the efficiency
of water reallocation, implicitly reducing transaction costs, thus leading to
overall gains to the parties involved in a particular trade. But markets are
not in themselves necessarily a final solution. Third party effects and
societal values are seldom modeled or truly reflected in a market exchange.
A central key as to whether third party effects are addressed lies in the
availability of information. In general, information is the foundation of
enabling exchange in a market. Because water rights are not well defined,
it is hard to imagine that the real opportunity costs are available to an
individual water user. A determination of implicit real opportunity costs
requires a full understanding of all alternative uses. But the transactional
costs of gathering the information are very high. In other words, the
individual and systematic characteristics of a water reallocation process are
only minimally met in the real world. Many of these uncertainties could be
lessened or eliminated if water markets were integrated into a GIS like the
one discussed below. Clearly, markets for water exist and the number of
transactions continues to grow. The question remains whether the number
and efficiency of markets can be increased by using an integrated GIS
model.
B. An Integrated GIS Approach
The four questions asked in section III are poorly or incompletely
answered by existing models. Spatial complexity, scale, aggregation,
integration, and information limitations are difficult issues to overcome. At
best, the current models deal well with one or possibly two of these issues,
but fail to capture the complexity of the interrelationships at a site and over
a drainage basin.
The need for hydrologic models that realistically capture multiscale
resolution, the full breadth of topological relationships, and complex
process integration requires a set of approaches that differ significantly
from those in current use. One alternative that offers significant promise is
the GIS. A GIS is a computer database/information system that allows the
capture, storage, modeling, manipulation, analysis and graphical presenta-
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tion of spatial information in a "georeferenced" or common geographical
framework. 6
A GIS differs from other types of computer based information
systems in that it explicitly places information in a spatial framework that
can be manipulated to extract relationships between locations. These spatial
relationships are directly related to the topological structure of the system
being modeled with spatial and other topological relationships specifically
encoded into the database. Biophysical, institutional, and behavioral models
may also be embodied in a GIS, allowing the end user to take advantage of
the explicit representation of space and incorporate multiple scales and the
entire breadth of topological relationships. In the past, the primary use of
GIS has been as a sophisticated mapping program for displaying the results
of models developed and run outside the GIS. However, current GIS
systems have significant modeling in addition to mapping and display
capabilities.
GIS databases are of two basic types, vector and raster (figure 5). In
both approaches the data layers that contain the complete set of values
relating to a given variable, such as soil type or depth to groundwater at all
x,y locations in the database, are called coverages or data layers, while
individual values at particular locations are termed attribute values.
However, significant differences exist in how data are stored and manipulated between the different approaches and the inherent types of analysis
that can be performed on these data.
Classical Geographic Information Systems evolved from the
development of hand-drawn, and, later, computer-assisted, cartography
that focuses on a vector based representation of the landscape. In the vector
approach (figure 5), geographic features and topological relationships are
encoded in the database as a collection of points, lines, and areas. Spatial
information is stored in tables that consist of a series of xy locations and the
explicit topological relationships between geographic entities. Separate
tables containing information about the variable values associated with each
of these geographic features, commonly referred to as attributes, are linked
to the spatial data using a set of reference identifiers or "pointers" that are
found in both the spatial and attribute files.
The alternative, a raster-based approach, evolved from the
processing of satellite imagery. In this approach, the basic data element, in
contrast to the points, lines, and areas of the vector approach, is the raster
cell. The grid cell is typically a square grid that contains the data values for
a given attribute (figure 5). Specific locations are encoded in the file relative
to the resolution of the raster cell and its position in the file. For

96. See generally Km C. CLAMW, GrrnNc SrARTED w'ni GEoGRAHgC INIFORMAION
S''Ms (1999).
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FIGURE 5: Drainage Network Representations
instance, in figure 6, if the area contained in the coverage contains aportion
of Earth's surface 100 meters on a side, and the size, or resolution, of an
individual raster cell is 10 meters on a side, then the file will contain 100
raster elements in 10 rows and 10 columns. If raster element 6 is retrieved
it represents the sixth element in the first row and as such its upper left
corner will be located 50 meters to the right of the upper left comer of the
entire coverage. Similarly, raster element 34 will have its upper left comer
30 meters below and 30 meters to the right of the upper left comer of the
coverage.
Topological relationships are implicitly encoded in the raster
database by virtue of the location of the raster element in the coverage and
its position relative to other raster elements. Additional topological
information, such as the intricate connectivity, adjacency, and containment
relationships introduced by the legal constraints on water use must be
encoded as advanced attributes. These advanced attributes can then be used
to build the complex topological relationships occurring at the intersection
of the physical and social world.
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GIS, both in their vector and raster manifestations, integrate data
through the process of map overlay. In this process geo-referenced data
layers, and specifically the attribute values of these layers, are manipulated
and analyzed using a map based algebra. This set of map based algebraic
tools allows determination of co-occurrence at particular locations and
calculation of the spatial relationships embedded within the data. In
addition, map algebra allows the production of new coverages that are
constructs of multiple sets of information. Often these new coverages reveal
an underlying spatial structure that is not readily apparent from an analysis
of individual coverages.
Most current GIS systems utilize eithera vector or a raster database
structure for storage and manipulation of spatial data, though hybrid
systems are beginning to appear. Aspecific problem with the use of a vector
based model for water modeling issues is the difficulty in capturing the
complexity of the topological relationships imposed by water rights, the
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priority system and water transfers, as well as dealing with processes that
operate on many different scales. However, vector structures consisting of
lines are well suited to modeling and routing water through the unidirectional systems that make up stream networks, but are ill suited for
modeling and routing subsurface water.
As an alternative, hierarchical raster structures can be used to
represent the landscape, and strings of raster cells can be connected
topologically to produce a drainage network and allow routing of water
through the system. A hierarchical raster structure consists of a series of
.
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FIGURE 7: Hierarchical data structure and data attributes (Note: Hierarchical
levels at -250m and 125W are missing and are designated by t scale break
between 0.5km and 60m)
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traditional raster grid cells that are successively subdivided into smaller and
smaller grid regions (figure 7). These structures are useful in spatial analysis
because they allow the database to be focused on areas that require detail
while allowing lower resolution information in areas that are of less
importance. A hierarchical raster data structure can be designed to allow (in
theory) an infinite number of process specific resolutions on an as needed
basis (i.e. finer cells where detail is required, coarser cells where data
limitations preclude the finer scales and/or where processes operate on
coarser scales), as well as the incorporation of remotely sensed imagery data
sources at several different resolutions.
This approach allows the use of different resolutions in different
areas and allows zooming in on smaller areas where specific subcatchment
questions, including use of water and point of diversion issues, can be
addressed. As well, this approach allows for the evaluation of scaling effects
on total hydrologic output using different subsets of scale dependent
processes. In the example illustrated in figure 7, the landscape is subdivided
into finer and finer grid cells that contain detailed information on the entire
range of physical and legal water parameters. In this hierarchical structure,
use in every cell is linked topologically (both under physical flow constraints and legal priority constraints) to all cells in the local neighborhood
with the effect of change in one cell directly tied to the impacts of this
change in surrounding linked cells.
VI. ADVANTAGES OF A GIS APPROACH
We have argued that an integrated biophysical, institutional, and
behavioral GIS model will provide substantial improvement in
policymakers' ability to ask detailed questions regarding the impacts and
consequences of proposed reallocation decisions. Specifically, a process
based integrated GIS will be able to (1) incorporate the defined and
identified elements of a water right, (2) model site specific water needs and
uses, (3) model the third party impacts that result from changing an element
of a water right, and (4) integrate the underlying preference structures of
consumers. The specific advantage of the proposed GIS model in the
context of the four questions is discussed below.
Question one asks, "Are water rights clearly defined and
identified?" Identifying and defining water rights is more than a paper
description specifying the amount of water, place of use, purpose, diversion
point, and priority date. The water right is based on actual use, not "paper"
rights. In addition, each element of the water right must be identified within

97. See Louis A. Scuderi & W. Murray Strome, BringingRemote Sensing Down to Earth, 13
ADVA

IMAGING 44, 48 (1988).
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a spatial and temporal context in order to understand the interrelationships
and interactions within the rest of the system. The location of every element
of a water right must be known to a level of accuracy beyond that used in
current models. Part of the problem is that much of the data is not available
in usable forms. But, even if it were, many of the "lumped" approaches are
at a very coarse scale or are aggregated to the point that individual rights
disappear into some kind of generic "average." Other needed data may be
completely missing." The solution requires an information and analysis
system that can record and utilize rights data at variable scales and apply
this information at given points or areas when attempting to assess
consumptive use. At present, while this capability exists in theory in the
hydrologic community, few models explicitly define the spatial distribution
of water rights and use in the detail required to fully integrate water rights
information.
In contrast, within a GIS, as information on each element of the
water right is clarified through adjudication or other processes the
information can be incorporated spatially by assigning different attribute
values to the required coverages. The time element can be simulated in a
more realistic way by keeping the period for calculating changes in flow
short. For example, flow could be calculated on a daily or weekly time
interval. In this way flow could be simulated and the movement of water
within the system could be calculated on that basis. A GIS model can
account for the priority system by "turning off" the diversion of the most
junior upstream appropriator when a downstream senior right does not
have enough water. This water can then be moved down gradient. As it
moves down gradient through each grid cell, water that evapotranspires or
infiltrates can be subtracted. If not enough water reaches the senior
appropriator, the next most junior right will be "turned off." This process
can continue until the senior right is satisfied. A similar process can be used
to determine the impact of changes in a water right that could occur
because of a sale. Also, if the federal government determines the river has
an endangered species and a minimum streamflow is required, junior
appropriators could be "turned off" so that a specified volume of water is
left in each of the stream's grid cells where protection is needed. If one part
of the watershed becomes wetter and another dryer, the model can show
those differences and their impact on water rights.
Within a GIS, as more detailed informationbecomes available it can
be incorporated into the different coverages to improve the quality of the
database. The insecurity associated with water rights definition and

98. Missing data, such as that available only after a water rights adjudication, will have
an impact on all modeling methods. Even if this data were available, many of the existing
models would not use it in a meaningful way.
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identification may not be completely overcome, but tying the data to a
spatial and temporal reference will make the existing data more usable.
Question two is concerned with how much water is needed or used
at a site. To answer this question, models must be fully integrated and
cannot look at just a few of the variables that determine consumptive use,
beneficial use, or the amount conserved. Measuring how much water is
actually used or needed at a site is at the heart of most reform measures like
markets or conservation." How much water is used or needed is perhaps
the most studied of the four questions from a basic science perspective, but
it still remains very difficult to quantify and resolve with current models.
Most current approaches view the use of water at a location in light of a
relatively small set of physical equations. This approach works well in
isolation but fails to capture the fully integrated systems represented by
surface and subsurface drainage basins. As such, a significant portion of
total water use is not captured by current models. In addition, the incomplete quantification of climatic and hydrologic inputs and outputs due to
data limitations introduce significant uncertainty in modeled estimates of
water availability and use.
However, the multiple attribute data provided within different GIS
coverages allows for a more comprehensive approach. In the hypothetical
example above, site data can be used to determine evaporation, transpiration, infiltration, surface gains or losses from overland flow, and underground water movement for each grid cell. By changing the characteristics
of different attribute data to simulate real world changes in site conditions,
the impacts of those changes on water availability can be modeled.
Question three looks at the impacts that result from changing an
element of the water right. Changing an element of a water right can impact
third parties and public interest values. Determining the potential impacts
of a proposed change is not easy because it requires both biophysical
modeling and a consideration of topologic relations. The problems with
biophysical models are the same as those discussed above. In addition,
existing hydrologic models fail to incorporate topological relationships at
a level that captures the complexity of the combined hydrologic and legal
topologies that exist between water users. This failing makes the output of
most existing models difficult to use for assessment of interrelated impacts
when elements of a water right are changed. At best, predictions of the
effects of water use decisions on environmental systems become little more
than an educated guess with little statistical reliability.

99. Only the consumptive amount can be marketed, and obtaining a right to conserved
water requires being able to determine the amount conserved. Biophysical models are
generally used to determine these amounts. See supra note 57.
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But just as the site variables can be modeled within a GIS, the same
process can be used to determine the impacts on third parties and the
public. In this case, the water has to be routed from one grid cell to the next.
For example, a specific site receives three inches of rain in two hours.
Because of soil hydraulic conductivity and slope, only part of that water
will infiltrate. The rest will become surface runoff. The GIS model will be
able to "capture" the site-specific infiltration and route the surface runoff
across adjacent grid cells where it flows. The model will also be able to
route the infiltrated water to the subsurface flow system. As water is moved
from one place of use to another, the model will be capable of simulating
the impacts this change would have.
This brings us to the fourth question concerning the underlying
preferences of consumers. All of the existing models that do not consider
consumer response as an integrated part of the model fail to recognize the
simultaneous interactions between supply and demand in assessing value
through a market. The problem with most consumer models is that they do
not distinguish differences in underlying preference structures.
Disaggregated consumer demand, coupled with the GIS modeling
approach, allows for a model with spatially designated preferences. This
micro-level analysis allows for a more robust analysis of consumer
responses to changes in a water market. Additionally, the dynamic nature
of such a model allows for a changing preference structure over time, if in
fact preferences are influenced by expectations of climate change and longterm water availability.
Theoretically, all this is possible within a GIS, but some significant
issues must be resolved before such a system is more than hypothetical.
These problems, once resolved, will create a system that can more
accurately answer the questions posed. The current methods being used
will never provide adequate answers because they are not integrated and
are not explicit enough spatially or temporally.

